The undecidability of the termination of rewrite systems is usually proved by reduction to the halting of Turing machines. In particular, Dauchet proves the undecidability of the termination of one rule rewrite systems by coding Turing machines into one rule rewrite systems. Rewrite systems are a very simple model of computation and one may expect proofs in this model to be more straightforward than those referring to the more complex model of Turing machines. In this paper we reduce the problem of termination of one rule rewrite systems to problems somewhat more related to rewrite systems namely to Post correspondence problems and to termination of semi-Thue systems. Proofs we obtain this way are shorter and we expect other interesting applications from these codings. In particular, the second part proposes a simulation of semi-Thue systems by one rule systems.
The undecidability of the termination of rewrite systems is usually proved by reduction to the halting of Turing machines. In particular, Dauchet proves the undecidability of the termination of one rule rewrite systems by coding Turing machines into one rule rewrite systems. Rewrite systems are a very simple model of computation and one may expect proofs in this model to be more straightforward than those referring to the more complex model of Turing machines. In this paper we reduce the problem of termination of one rule rewrite systems to problems somewhat more related to rewrite systems namely to Post correspondence problems and to termination of semi-Thue systems. Proofs we obtain this way are shorter and we expect other interesting applications from these codings. In particular, the second part proposes a simulation of semi-Thue systems by one rule systems.
Reduction of the termination of one rule rewrite systems to Post's correspondence problem A correspondence system is a nite subset P of ordered pairs for some alphabet , i.e., P f( 1 ; 1 )g; : : :; ( n ; n )g + + . A match of P is any string such = 1 i 1 : : : i h = 1 i 1 : : : i h . Modi ed Post's correspondence problem is to determine, given a system, whether this system has a match. It is known Pos47, LP81] that modi ed Post's correspondence system is undecidable even when has two elements. In this paper, we speak about strings on 0, 1 and $. Term rewrite system usually consider terms, therefore when we write the string a 1 a 2 : : :a n it should be understood as the term cons(a 1 ; cons(a 2 ; : : :; cons(a n ; nil) : : :)); and when we write the string a 1 a 2 : : :a n x where x is a variable, should be understood as the term cons(a 1 ; cons(a 2 ; : : :; cons(a n ; x) : : :)):
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The following table gives some correspondences. 000 cons(0; cons(0; cons(0; nil))) xy1 cons(x; cons(y; cons(1; nil))) 101z cons(1; cons(0; cons(1; z))) zx cons(z; x) nil Consider a correspondence system f( 1 ; 1 g; : : :; ( n ; n )g of f0; 1g + f0; 1g + with k 1 k > k 1 k, one can easily associate with it a rewrite system P with n + 1 rules which does not terminate if and only the Post's correspondence system has a match, namely, P = ( ( i x; i y; z) ! (x; y; z) 1 i n ( ; ; 1 z) ! ( 1 z; 1 z; 1 z):
Here we generalize this idea and since we are interested by a one rule rewrite system, we de ne a rewrite system A(000000; 111111; $$$$$$; x 1 x 2 x 3 x; y 1 y 2 y 3 y; 101z) ! B(A(x 2 y 2 0000; x 1 x 3 y 1 111; $$$$$$; x; y 3 y; 101z);
A(y 1 00000; x 1 x 2 y 2 y 3 11; $$$$$$; x 3 x; y; 101z); A(x 1 y 2 0000; x 2 x 3 y 1 y 3 11; $$$$$$; x; y; 101z); A(000000; 111111; x 1 x 2 x 3 y 1 y 2 y 3 ; 101z; 101z; 101z) Proof: The equivalence of the rst two statements is a well-known result of termination. Suppose z = = 1 $ r and the derivation starting from LEFT does not terminate. Then in nitely many t-rewrites are done. Indeed in each sequence of t i -rewrites the size of the redexes decreases and t i -rewrites alone cannot contribute to non termination. Reduction of the termination of one rule rewrite systems to the termination of semi-Thue systems Let us call abstract machines rewrite systems where rules are all of the form f(s 1 ; : : :; s n ) ! f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) and where s 1 ; : : :; s n ; t 1 ; : : :; t n have no occurrence of f. In those systems rewrites are always done at the same position. Without loss of generality we can consider that position to be the top of the term. Those systems are abstract machines because a term of the form f(u 1 ; : : :; u n ) is an instantaneous description or a state of the machine and rules are transitions of the machines. In the previous section, we have rst reduce a Post's correspondence problem to the termination of such an abstract machine and we have shown how to reduce the termination of that abstract machine to the termination of a one rule rewrite system. In this section, we use a similar two step method to reduce termination of semi-Thue systems to that of one rule rewrite systems. Thus suppose a semi-Thue system R = f i x ! i x j 1 i ng on letters fa 1 ; : : :; a m g is given. R terminates exactly when the following system R 0 terminates. t is irreducible if and only if ( ; t; down) normalizes to (t; ; down). The arity of B is the same as the number of rules in R 0 . Each R 00 -rewrite (which takes place always under B) corresponds to an R 0 -rewrite (always at the top) hence the result. 2 In Lemma 2 we have shown that R 00 simulates R. As a consequence of Huet and Lankford theorem HL78] on undecidability of termination of semi-Thue rewrite system one gets another proof of Theorem 1.
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